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ont to me how much ray school work would be improved ii
I would spend spare time in learning what was set me
instead of seeking fresh fields—all perfectly true of course,
but no use as advice at that time and in that way. And
such a reception of, after all, a not very sinful request pre-
vented my having the courage to go to the one person on
the staff who might have helped me, the head mistress.
But nowadays one is hardly ever at a teachers' meeting
without hearing l One of my children wants to learn so
and so—can any one tell me where I can get a book on it
or how I ought to begin ? '1
There is, however, still a tendency for some teachers to
judge children's intelligence by their interest and success
in school work. At least this is the only explanation I
can give of teachers who declare that all their children
are ' duds', because they are the average children left to
be taught in senior departments, while the more bookish,
and those whose intelligence quotient is above normal,
have moved on to secondary or trade schools.
But these children in senior departments make up the
great majority of those of school age; they are going to
be the average normal citizens of to-morrow and they must
have average intelligence. All that is necessary is for
teachers to face the fact that such children use their in-
telligence and build up their knowledge in a less stereotyped
way than is pointed out to them in school. Rightly or
wrongly the children dubbed duds find the knowledge
offered them unpalatable and rightly or wrongly—I think
rightly—have no use for it. Given freedom and encourage-
ment, they will soon show in which direction their interests
lie and what knowledge they need. After all, it is far
better that during these last years at school they shall
learn to produce and act plays, to organize concerts and
pageants, to read books with enthusiasm and to make
1 Generally the child in question, wants to learn how to do some-
tiling—a proof of the normal approach to learning.
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